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The daytime F layer trough is studied by means of an extensive network of ground-based
ionospheric sounders in the northern hemisphere under conditions of solar maximum near winter
solstice. The trough is observed to be a continuous band having an instantaneous extent of thousands
of kilometers consisting of depletions in the daytime electron density, often by an order of magnitude.
It lies in regions of sunward ionospheric-magnetospheric convection, an afternoon sector correspond-
ing to the dusk cell, a morning sector corresponding to the dawn cell, and morphology and activity
dependence consistent with convection. As detected in the diurnal distributions of f,F,. the trough is
a persistent feature at high latitudes, appearing on each day of a 31-day period of continuous
observation, and, although highly variable from day to day, is apparent in the monthly medians. The
afternoon trough, which is detected independently by at least five and as many 17 stations on e:ich day.
is generally continuous and stationary for a duration of many hours in magnetic latitude/magnetic local
time coordinates. The trough contracts during quiet conditions so as to lie above 70' magnetic latitude
but expands during disturbed conditions so as to extend from 750 to 520 magnetic latitude. The trough
has a pronounce., dependence on longitude, appearing principally in the afternoon in eastern magnetic
longitudes but in the morning in western magnetic longitudes, an effect so prevalent that it produces
large east-west local time asymmetries in the diurnal distributions of median daytime F layer electron

LUdensities throughout a Nide range of latitudes. The longitudinal dependence is found to result from the
Irelation between the two principal coordinate systems of the ionosphere-magnetosphere interaction:

solar geomagnetic coordinates in which the convection pattern and the resultant daytime trough
reside, and ,olar terrestrial coordinates in which solar ion production and the undisturbed daytime F
layer in general reside: as a consequence of the fact that these coordinate systems vary with respect

-04 to one another with longitude, the trough varies within the daytime F layer with longitude.

I. INTRODUCTION tions of the daytime trough found it to be similar to the

Depleted regions of ionospheric plasma in the daytime F ionospheric-magnetospheric convection pattern in morphol-

layer have been known to exist for many years, having been ogy and activity dependence and so consistent with its

observed by Muldrew [1965], Bowman [19691. Hanson and resulting from sunward convection as ir'icated by simulta-

Carlson 119771, Spiro [19781, Leitinger et al. [19781, Leit- neous measurement of electron density and ion velocity by t

inger and Putz [19861, Ahmed et al. [1979], Ben'kova et al. incoherent scatter radar [e.g., Holt et al.. 1984: Foster ei al..
1985: Collis and Haggstrom. 19881.

119801, Grebowkkv et al. 119831, Evans et al. [19831, Holt et

al. [1984], Foster et al. [19851, Besprozvannava et al. (19861, In addition, striking differences were observed in the local

and Collis and Haggstrom [19881. These workers have time occurrence of the trough at stations which were at the
termed the regions main trough, mid-latitude trough. or same magnetic latitude but at different magnetic longitudes.

high-latitude trough, and although the three terms may In particular, the trough appeared principally in the after-

describe the same phenomenon in the daytime [Grebowkv noon at Narssarssuaq. Greenland, but in the morning at
" Barrow. Alaska.et al.. 1983]. there is little agreement as to its poets. In BarwAls.

enal, 1 there a is lit h a eeens tout properties. n This paper reports in detail the results of the study of the
general, the daytime trough has been thought to exist only daytime F layer trough described in the earlier brief report
sporadically and to be associated with high magnetic activity [Whaen, 19871. and of a study of trough longitude depen-
[e.g.. Ben'kova et al., 19801. dence and of the origin of this dependence. It employs the
Whalcn [19871. using a global network of ionospheric most comprehensive set of observations of the high-latitude

observatories, showed a trough to exist in the daytime F mosphereeve sethoservting the I g-latia e
layer on a macroscopic scale as an integral, spatially contin- ionosphere ever made, those during the International Geo-
uous entity, the instantaneous extent of which was thou- physical Year (IGY)when the largest number of ionospheric
sands of kilometers. This daytime trough was present during sund is Decemb e were soaraion d witer
winter conditions under a large range of activities from stie er 98 hen e mimum in er
disturbed to quiet, often appearing as an order of magnitude solsticenuin Fn e mre ionosphericmx- sounders shown in Figure I, Ionospheric soundings are
reduction in electron density at the daytime F layer maxi-made simultaneously at hourly intervals throughout the
mum. The trough, the equatorward boundary of which wasstabe i soar gomanetc cordiate fo man horswas array. continuously throughout the 31-day period.
stable in solar geomagnetic coordinates for many hours, was The geomagnetic coordinate system used here is the
seen to recede to high latitudes during quiet conditions but to corrected geomagnetic (CG) system of Halitqvist 119581 and
expand o as to extend continuously from polar cap to -akura [19651 as described fu"rtherby W/ta/en (19701. This
mid-latitudes during disturbed conditions. These obseiva- coora syste is ellestblhed ad n to becoordinate system is well established and known to be

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1989 by appropriate for this period since it is the system in which
the American Geophysical Union. Fe/dstein and Starkov 119671 defined the auroral oval from

Paper number 89JA01310. IGY observations. In the following discussion, corrected
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geomagnetic local time (COLT) and local (solar) time (L) 2. AFTERNOON TROUGH
wil denote mean times in the two time coordinate systems.

This paper will show that the daytime trough is a funda- 2. I. Detctahility as a Function Eithermental feature of the daytime ionosphere during this period, of Latitude or o Loca Time

h e a p o h w i l b o s o t h t t e t o g i s v s b eafu n c tio n o f L T a s w e ll a s o f la titu d e : th a t it h a s a c h a ra c te r - T h is s e c tio n w ill a d d r e s s th e s e e m in g p a ra d o x th a t th eistic LT signature which is detectable by the global array of trough, which was originally defined as a latitudinal feature.
ts readily observed in the daytime in the diurnal variation ofground-based sounders under all conditions from quiet to fF 2 at constant latitude. it will show the daytime trough indisturbed: that its equatorward boundary is frequently sta- -h feno etrt oe qaowr ihtm ntionary for many hours in corrected geomagnctic latitude therefore to yield a characteristic Li signature of its inter-CGlat)CGI.T: and that it is present on every day of the section with a ground-based ionospheric sounder.

continuous 31-day period. It will show further that the An example of the afternoon trough as a latitudinal featureproperties of the daytime trough observed here are consis- is available in measurements from the longitude sector oftent with its being a product of ionosphric-magnetosphcric western Europe. principally the Scandinavian peninsula.convection and that this is the cause of its longitudinal This sector is unique in having a latitudinal chain of ninedependence. That is. the convection pattern resides in solar sounders which can measure I- layer latitude profiles withgeomagnetic coordinates so that the appearance of the good resolution over a large range in latitude (Figure I. Thetrough in the daytime F layer, as observed in solar terrestrial plasma 'requency at the F laer maximum. f>F. measuredcoordinates, is subject to the systematic longitdina( saria- by nine sounders in this chain, is plott,'d versus CGlat atlion of the two coordinate systems with icspe~& to one hourly intervals stating at 200 l] for 2 days: the tirst is a
another, 

quiiet day 1December It, 1958, average Kp Io( when no
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Fig. 2. The daytime trough in latitude. Latitudinal profiles of F layer ionization at hourly intervals of local time from
a chain of nine ionospheric sounders in and near Scandinavia. Two days are shown: (a) a quiet day when no daytime
trough is ,.bserved. and (b) a moderate day when the daytime trough is observed to exist between 1300 and 1900 LT and
to move equatorward during that interval.

daytime trough is detected by the chain (Figure 2a); the the equatorward boundary over Tromso. Although condi-
second is a moderat0 . day (December21., 1958, average Kp = tions are moderate, electron density is reduced by a factor of
2o) when a trough appears at 1300 LT as a decrease inf,,F2 nearly 8 within 2 hours following trough onset. Such a
at the highest-latitude station (Figure 2h) and moves equa- catastrophic disappearance of the daytime F layer is not
torward with time so that the minimum is clearly resolved in unusual for this period, and in general the trough signature is
latitude between 1600 and 1900 LT. easily recognizable, as will be seen below.

Because the trough moves equatorward. its passage is
recorded as a decrease in f,, as a function of LT at
individual stations. This is shown in the diurnal distributions 2.2. Detectability at Differing
off,,F, for these same two days at Tromso, the chain station Longitudes and Activities
at highest latitude, the smooth curve in Figure 3 being that of The detection of the trough is limited neither to the locale
the quiet day and the curve plus points that of the moderate notohecdiosofFgr2.awllbilurtdfr
day. The depletion on the moderate day as compared to the three days of varying conditions of activity by means of
quiet day (shaded) is thus the LT profile of the daytime patillatitudinal chisntwdfertloguialecr.

aftrnon toug wih osetcorespndig t th pasag ofHowever, a different format will be used because that of

Figure 2 is not suitable if. as often occurs, stations are far
20 . m apart or there is loss of data due to spread F or other

EQUATORWARD disturbances.
BOUNDARY AYrIlELatitude signatures. The first of these days is a disturbed

R day (December 4, 1958. average Kp = 5o) observed by a

" 10 6/IH , European chain consisting ofiJR, UP. LY. KI, MM. and TR
quIrEr 10 (Figure 1). Latitudinal profiles off,,F 2 from 1100 through

• 1600 LT are plotted together in Figure 4a. At 1100 LT the
,,4 profile is relatively flat, but at 1200 LT a decrease appears at
s the highest-latitude station. At 1300 LT the decreasing

MODE.RATE profile has moved equatorward. so as to be seen by the three
Shighest-latitude stations. At 1400 LT this profile has moved

105 ,., further equatorward. but the two highest-latitude stations no
longer can measure fI,F2 because of disturbed conditions.

2' + This equatorward progress of the decreasing profile contin-
00 L.T 08 12 1"8 00 ues through 1600 LT. Although the minimum is not resolved.

Fig. 3. The daytime trough in local time. Diurnal distributions the equatorward boundary and the decrease poleward of it
of F layer ionization for the two days of Figure 2 recorded at reveal a latitudinal trough in.f,F2 which moves equatorward
Tromso. the station at highest latitude in the Scandinavian chain, with time.
Because the daytime trough moves equatorward. the station inter- Framdrtl ciedy(eebr2.aeaeK
sects it as a function of LT so that it appears as the depletion in
ionization (shaded) which occurs on the moderate day. the onset of 3-) the same chain of stations first detects the trough at 1400
the depletion recording the trough equatorward boundary. LI though having a somewhat irregularly decreasing latitu-
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CGlat Fig. 5. LT signatures of the daytime trough. Examples of diur-
Fig. 4. Daytime trough profiles for a range o. -ii -s recorded nal distributions of the trough recorded over a large range of

at two different locations. Latitudinal profiles o! detected on latitudes on the three days of Figure 4 (points) compared to the
three days by latitudinal chains of ground-based ionospheric sound- distributions for a quiet day (smooth curve). (al Disturbed condi-
ers. Stations are identified above each graph, and the LT of each tions observed at UP (56.50 CGlat). (b) Moderately active conditions
profile is labeled. In each case there is a latitudinal trough which observed at KI (64.30 CGlat). (c) Moderately quiet conditions
progresses equatorward with time. (a) Disturbed conditions (De- observed at FB (75.4' CGlat). Quiet day curve is inferred as
cember 4. 1958) observed by a Scandinavian chain. (b) Moderately described in the text.
active conditions (December 23. 1958) observed by a Scandinavian
chain. (c) Moderately quiet conditions (December I1, 1958) ob-
served by an eastern North American chain, ward more slowly. This will be shown below to be a

consequence of the morphology of the trough in CGlat/
CGLT and of its stability in these coordinates.

dinal profile between MM and KI (Figure 4b). The profile LT signatures. Examples of the LT signature of the
moves progressively equatorward with time, the trough afternoon trough as observed by individual stations in the
minimum being detected in the final profile at 1600 LT. above three cases are shown in Figure 5, in which the diurnal

For a moderately quiet day (December 11, Kp = 2o), distribution for each day is compared to that for the most
stations in eastern North America are employed, consisting quiet day (December I, average Kp = I-): UP at 56.5' CGlat
of SJ. NQ, FC, and FB. Figure 4c shows a pattern similar to for the disturbed day in Figure 5a; KI at 64.30 CGlat for the
the previous two in that the latitudinal depression offoF2  moderately active day in Figure 5b: and FB at 75.4 CGlat
appears first at the highest latitudes and moves progressively for the moderately quiet day in Figure 5c.
equatorward with time. Although the latitudinal resolution is At FB the comparison quiet day distribution is not from
poor, the trough minimum is detected in the last profile at FB because the afternoon trough occurs at this station on
1700 LT. even the most quiet day. Instead, the undisturbed quiet day

As in Figure 2 the trough in each of the three cases i, a distribution is inferred ncar midday from LY. a station which
latitudinal depletion in f,F, which moves equatorward with has nearly the sarn, geographic latitude as FB (64.6 ° corn-
time. With decreasing activity the pattern as a whole is pared to FB at 63.8) and hence has nearly the same solar ion
displaced poleward and to later times and moves equator- production but has a much lower CGlat (61 .2" as compared
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to FB at 75.4'). Since the trough does not occui in thc 12 COLT
daytime F layer at LY on this quiet day. it is adequate to
show that there is a trough at FB which departs considerably
from an expected regular distribution. The trough signature
is so evident that its detection does not require the compar-
ison of a specific quiet day curve, not only here but also in
Figures 4, 5a. and 5b. However, other phenomena which
might affect such comparisons are discussed in the appendix.

The depletions identified as the afternoon trough in Figure
5 have very similar signatures in the nearly exponential
decrease between the equatorward edge and trough mini-
mum, although they span nearly 20' of CGlat and a large
range of activity. These three cases illustrate the general70"

case that the trough onset is a characteristic signature of the a. Go.
afternoon trough equatorward boundary which is detectable
throughout a large range of activities, latitudes, longitudes,
and local times. As a result the detection of the equatorward 12
boundary is not limited to latitudinal chains of stations in the
same longitudinal sectors but is possible virtually worldwide
by the members of the IGY array of sounders for each of the
31 days of December 1958. The high visibility and frequency
of occurrence of this LT signature as observed at a single
station during the entire month will be seen in Figure 7. The
following section will show this feature to be remarkably
stable when observed over much of the Earth in CGlat/
CGLT. Is

CGlat/CGLT. By use of all available measurements by
the array of sounders shown in Figure 1, the observed time so*

of onset of the afternoon trough expressed in CGLT is 70'

plotted versus CGlat for each station for each of the above b. Go.
three days.

The measurements on the disturbed day by 16 stations 12
between DI and YE during 14.5 hours UT are shown in
Figure 6a. Whalen [1987] has given a detailed description of
the individual measurements on this day. The measurements
on the moderately active day by 13 stations between DI and
BW during 18 hours UT are shown in Figure 6b. The
measurements on the moderately quiet day by 13 stations
between BT and YE during 17.25 hours UT appear in Figure
6c.

In each of the three cases the trough equatorward bound-
ary is continuous, single valued, and stationary in CGlat/ 1-

CGLT for many hours. It is because the trough boundary
remains fixed for such an extended period in this solar 7o*
geomagnetic frame of reference that ground stations detect it 6o,
as a consistent feature irrespective of longitude as they are C. o__.
carried beneath it with the rotation of the Earth. Because thetrouh dcresesin Clatwit inreasng GLT grund Fig. 6. Equatorward boundaries of the afternoon trough.
trough decreases in CGlat with increasing CGLT. ground Trough onsets detected by the sounder anay in Figure I for the
stations at the same longitude intersect it earliest at the three days of Figure 4 plotted in CGlat/CGLT. (a) Disturbed. (b)
highest latitude, and progressively later at progressively Moderately active. (c) Moderately quiet.
lower latitudes. In the reference frame of the latitudinal
chain the trough therefore appears as a depression in f,,F,
that moves equatorward with time, as seen in Figures 2 a and As compared to the smooth curve, which is derived from the
4. Figure 8 will display the equatorward boundary for each of most quiet days of the month, there is a trough principally in Q
the 31 days studied, and Figure 10 will show the similarity of the afternoon which occurs on most days. the onset/ 0
this boundary to that of the convection pattern. equatorward edge of which is indicated by the arrow in each

case. This depletion is often very large, reducingf,F, near

2.3. Daih' Occurrence midday when solar ionization rates are greatest to values
near or below the quiet nighttime levels (e.g., December 2).

LT. An example of how frequently the afternoon trough On other days. no afternoon trough is evident at this station
is observable via its LT profile in this data set is shown in the (e.g.. December I and 10). The day-to-day variability is 'ery d68
diurnal distributions of.,F from Narssarssauq. Greenland large, a fact which will be emphasized in the overplot of
tNQ). for each of the 31 days of December 1958 in Figure 7. these distributions in Figure 12. or
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The depressed daytime values of.tii-, seen clearly oil ,_,___,_._________._._
three days. December 5. 13. and 18. are negative storm
effects associated with the magnetic storms of December
4-i. 13. and 17-18. Although this infrequent storm effect
tends to obscure the trough signature at NQ. it is seen at
other stations on these three days. 5

The afternoon trough is such a common occurrence that it _ -__ _=

is evident in the median for the month (MED in Figure 7). 0-0-0-0
Section 3 will show the trough to be such a fundamental - -
feature that it appears in the monthly medians throughout a
large range of latitudes and longitudes. 10

Equator'ard boundarv ilt (GhaCGI.T. By use of the
entire ensemble of stations. the afternoon trough equator- to
wsard boundary is observed on each day of December 1958. -
The results are displayed in Figure 8 plotted in CGlat/CGLT. o r,-

te datc ,rod average Kp appearing below each graph. The W is5

boundary is continuous, extensive, and often stationary in --
these coordinates for many hours on individual days but can , _--___•

be extremely variable trom day to day. The scatter which
appears in the measuremelts particularly on active days " 20
implies variations in position over the course of the obser-
vations. On eight days. systematic changes in position occur _. _ _ _

which permit detection of two relatively stable distributions _______________- ____

which are separated by longitude and UT. The position of
the boundary observed principally in Europe is shown by 25-
open circles, and the position observed principally over CD---DO

North America is shown by solid circles for each of these
days (December 7. 9. 16. 19, 24. 26, 27. and 31).

There are 313 observations of the trough boundary shown
in Figure 8. On the individual days the number of indepen- 30-
dent observation,; of the trough varies from a minimum of 0 - 0.0-M
five to a maximum of 17, the average being 10 per day. n.

Note that the trough boundary often spans continuously 09 12 15 i8 21 24 UT

an extensive range of latitudes, particularly during active Fig. 9. Duration and continuity of the afternoon trough. UT of
conditions. Accordingly, the terms high-latitude trough and all the measurements of the equatorward boundaries of the after-

noon trough shown in Figure 8 for each day of DecL:mber 1958.mid-latitude trough do not adequately describe the phenom- Points which form a single distribution in Figure 8 are connected by
ena. a line. Open circles are the earlier of the two distributions in Figure

UT dependlence. Each of the observations of the equa- 8. Since stations are within the trough for several hours following
torward boundary is shown as a function of UT for each day the passage of the equatorward boundary, the trough is observed to
in Figure 9. A lin c be continuously present for durations which in most cases corre-in igre . lne connects those measurements which are spond to the lengths of these lines.
interpreted as a single boundary in Figure 8. As in Figure 8
"hen two distributions are resolved, that from the European
sector, observed at the earlier UT. is shown by open circles:
that from the North American sector, observed at the later as a spatially continuous feature of approximately 6000 km in
UT. by solid circles. length from Baffin Island (FB) to the Ural Mountains (SV).

Continuity in space and time. The continuity shown in Although observed in segments in Figure 9. instantaneous
CGlat/CGLT in Figure 8 is the cumulative result of measure- spatial continuity of the trough is observed on every day of
ments which are generally separated in UT. However. there December 1958.
are many simultaneous observations of the equatorward Because of the overlap of adjacent observations, the
boundary in Figure 9. Because these simultaneous observa- trough itself is observed continuously for durations corre-
tions :ere at different locations, the equatorward boundary is sponding to the lengths of the lines in Figure 9 in most cases.
observed to be spatially continuous instantaneously between The most prolonged observation occurs on December 23
the two locations in each case. when the trough is under continuous observation for more

Because a station remains beneath the trough for several than 18 hours UT.
hours after the passage of the equatorward boundary, a The absence of data points between about 0230 and 0730
given station is usually still observing the trough at the time UT in Figure 9 corresponds to an absence of observations in
the next station encounters it. so that both observe the the longitudinal sector between BW in Alaska and DI in
trough simultaneously at different locations. Accordingly, Siberia (Figure I). This is because TI. the only station in this
the troughl itsil is seen to be a spatiial) ,.. tlous entity sector at a latitudc whcr, the trough appears routinely in
instantaneously for each such pair of consecutive observa- other sectors, did not produce usable data during this month.
tions. This instantaneous spatial continuity of the trough was The afternoon trough is observed on each of the 31 days.
shown in a "'snapshot" of the daytime trough on December under all conditions of activity from quiet to disturbed and at
4 by Whales 119871 which mapped the instantaneous extent all U"s and longitudes. with the exception of the Asian
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Fig. 10. Kp dependence of the daytime trough. (a) Equatorard trough boundaries from Figure 4 overplotted for four
levels of average Kp. (h) Comparison of convection boundaries determined from )E 2 electric field measurement%_

longitude sector noted above. The fact that the trough expands expected to spend time in both sunward and antisunward
equatorward with increasing activity means that more stations convective flows. This station is therefore well positioned to
can observe it during active/expanded conditions than during observe the effects of convection on its h' layer both in the
quiet/contracted conditions. This increased likelihood for de- daytime and in the nighttime. Figure I Ia shows the Decem-
tection is apparently the reason that the daytime trough has ber 1958 median f',F, (points) as a function of LT. The
been thought to be associated exclusively with periods of high smooth curve labeled "PD" is not from BL since the
activity [e.g.. Bvn'kova et f.. 1980]. daytime trough is observed there on every day, even the

An example of how a limited array of measurements can most quiet. Instead, the smooth curve is the median from
fail to observe the trough occurs on December 10 when the Providenya (PD). a station which is at nearly the same
afternoon trough is not detected by the Scandinavian chain geographic latitude as BL (64.4' as compared to BL's 64.3 )

(Figure 2) but is seen to exist ek'ewhere on this day, as is but at a much lower CGlat (60.30 as compared to BL's 75. F).
indicated in Figure 8. On this quiet day the trough is As a result, solar ion production is the same for the two
contracted noeward. so as not !o extend below about 690. ,tations,. h,!t convective effects in the daytime are minimal at
and hence does not intersect the chain, the high-latitude limit PD. Thus the smooth curve is an inference of what the
of which is 66. median daytime distribution off,F' would be at BL in the

Kp dependence antd relation to the convection bound- absence of convective effects. (The possible effects of other
11rY. The equatorward boundaries of the afternoon trough phenomena on this comparison are discussed in the appen-
for all days when a single boundary is observed in Figure 8 dix.)
ar : grouped in terms of Ap as av'eraged over the UT day and In relation to this reference curve, there is a depletion in
overplotted in Figure l0a for four values of Isp: I. 2. 3,an electron density at BL (stown shaded) in the aftcrnoon
5 (there being no day %ith average Kp of 4). Although there
is considerable spread and consequent overlap between the wihi h intr fteatrontog eciegropsidterbe isparednd tonsrotat cockea exend above. In addition, there is a similar depletion in the morning
groups there i ap trend to rotate clockwise and expand which is the signature of a morning trough. Conversely.eq uato rvkard as K p increase s. T'his trend is co nsisten t w ith t e e a e e h n e e t t B e a i e t D f o v n ntha oltheconecton attrnleg. .tlaklotd ~. l9~I there are enhancements at BL relative to PD from eveningthat o f the co nvectio n pattern le .g ., 1M a rk lund t al. , 1985 1. t r u h m d i h o m r i gAs a more direct comparison, the median low-latitude through midnight to morning.

As amor dirct ompaiso, th meian ow-atitd " o illustrate schematically howv these effects are related to
convection boundaries inferred from electric field threshold Tonillustrae h atcll o nv ects ar reelo
measurements by Dynamics Explorer 2 Iih'ppner and Men- convection, a model of a two-cell convection pattern [Heelis
nard. 19871 are shown below each of the overplots at the et. 19821 is shown in Figure 11 bounded by solid curves.

corresponding values of' Kp (Figure 10b). The two sets of the dashed circle representing the convection reversal

boundaries :ire similar to one another in Kp dependence and. boundary. Regions in which sunward convective transport

particularly for the more active conditions, in morphology, can displace high-density daytime plasma with low-density

Apparently. the equatorward boundary of the afternoon nighttime plasma are shown shaded. As the rotation of the

trough is the equatorward threshold of the ionospheric Earth carries BL along the path shown as the circle near 75'

effects of convection. Further evidence of the relation of the CGlait. its intersection with these regions corresponds to its

trough to the convection pattern will be shown in section 3 observation of the daytime trough, the morning trough with

and in the longitude and latitude dependence of the trough in the dawn cell and th, afternoon trough with the dusk cell.

section 4. Conversely. when the station crosses the convection rever-
sal boundary passing into the region of antisunward convec-

3. MORNING ANt) AFTERNOON TROU(iHS ANt) tion. it observes a relative enhancement consistent with
tHF TrwO-CEIt CONVF( 1-ON PAI ERN displacement of lovk-density nighttime plasma with higher-

Baker Lake. Canada (BL). at 75. F CGlat is an oval station density daytime plasma. The maximum near midda. corre-
in daytime but a polar cap station at night and so can be sponds to the passage of the slation through the so-called
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(Ga thtint! mc oning and ifllrtin roiic1hs 1, :tImpared too an undislt ired dist inhiitin inki red Iriitim Prosidetisa
I P1t)). i)' Scemnatic 1%\u-cell cons ection pattern hisigthe triornitc mid .:1nO Igihs ohe' din I- iure 11ta to
OCCar dturing heC passage (itthe stitwii thrimish ieL'on, ofthe dan n and dusk cells Int \hich Iitdsi da~ tme polasmia

dki placed ho, hit-den it. nigl t tie plafr %t1" s. irit d us a lncmoi n. ( onos r . f )Iiihs tu1ele eles ated le-s al night
us hich correspond ito displaicemni tot ntightitime picistita h\ a thimec plasima I aintisiitmtaid cisciii

throat betwseen the two cells. Here the h la~ er approaches 4. TRO(It It(I I OPi \1 I N~' NDI) No I
the undisturbed level. which ma\ he due either to local ion V thtI97 on ogttiildpnec fteL
production or ito the tlovk of' plasmau into the throat f~rom ocree fthI.itmerwgh tk hieh Caused the day time
elsets here oin the da~ side via antisttntsard conx ection. as, F a rt ee~dleeta reln.fo hata
reported h\ Kefi (11(, i hArev 119841. The next section wu ill I ac oh c\dfeci tN.Genad 'o hta

showt variatious of the morning and afternoon troughs \A t 13WN. Alaska. although1 the tw.xo statton,, are at nearly the same
wihC~lat. In particular, the trough appeared principally, in theboth longitude and latitude which are also consistent wih afitrnoon att No but in the morning at 11W. [his section w.ill

the interpretation that the troughs result f'roiii a ts Mo-Cell ,u thtti -sa\ & -inea efet- ihrslsfom the
convection pattern. * otathsIi\ i- ne lefc%%ihrsu,,i

T he existence and location of' the morning and afternoon tact that the trough it, pmOdtted h% the con~t ion pattern.
trough, the midda\ peak, and the polar cap enhancement 4.1 . Li.Ltaiitoin Ohmi
,ire theref'ore all qualitatively consistent with plasma dis-
placement by convection. How.ever, it is by no mean,, [he longitudinal effect appears in more dletail in the
eertain that at single mechanism is responsible fbor these meastirements h% ive ionospheric sounding stations w hieh
observations, and] other mechanisms, have been proposed. span the North American continent betw~een NQ and 11W at
such ats ion chemical effect,. which could produce depletions nearl\ the same CG latitude 1 701. Table I identifies the
Contiributing 1o Ate formnation otfdaytiuue Fla) t-i trought a.I stations and their coordinates, the locations, of' which are
IMo//111 lind Qm'4'an. 1983). In addition, ionization by pai ti- shown in Figure 1. These stations thus f'orm at longitudinal
c precipitation is at possible source contributing to the chain which can observe the daytime trough as, a function of'

elevated electron density in the polar cap. However, at CGlong x khile holding CGlat constant.
detailed determination of' the mechanisms responsible IfOr Figure 12 showosjf,F-, as a fuinction of 1T for each of the
these observations is clearly beyond the scope of' the inca- live stations of the longitudinal chain in an overplot of all 31
surements of i',F, reported here. days of' December 1958. The order of' the stations top to

Irrespective of the mechanism, it is clear that convection bottom corresponds to their order east to wAest. The two or
plays a fundamental and persistent role in the daytime F three distributions which have the low~est dlaN time values of
avier at BL. Further evidence of this role will be seen at at /J-, in each of these overplots are the negative effects
vairiety of latitudes and longitudes in the next section. associated with nmagnetic storms. As noted in relation to

TA BLE 1. Ionospheric Suitinding Stations Forming the Llngitudinal Chain

Corrected Corrected
(cicotgnetic (iconlagrictic G(iographic ieogriaphic

Stat ion Symbol L atit ude. *N L ongitutde.- F L atittide.- N lt ongit title. N

Narsarsstiaq NQ 6S9.1() 45. 6 6t1.2 114.6
Ft. Chimro FC 71 10t.4 SS.A 291.6
Churchill CH 710.3 325.9 58.8 265.8
Yetlowknife YE 69.8 295.11 62.4 245.6
Barrows 1W 69.7 246.9 71.3 213.;
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NOON CGLT I gitre -. 11.1s liegaIto. e stormII ellect Is both ter-% fillreiuent
and S cr\ diflerent firm thle trough effctl

At N( thle oi. erlot oft the distribunons 1 '%hich aire all
Nhos% ii in dit, iduallk inl Liure 71 ind-s the increaises of I/j,

llosing suinrse it) be e r similar I'ron-, day to da\.
I-osses er. as compared to the most quiet days' ss hich form
the tipper en ~lolpe of the os erplots iii the da\ timre, there Is

af depietion occurring oin neairl es.er\ da\ indicating the
af'ternoon trough. thle large \ariation of' LF in the onsets of1
these depletion,, results f'romn the large dai,-to-da \variatiun
in the af'ternoon trough rnorpholog\ seen in Figure 8i.

I he pattern at 11W is, nearl\ the opposite of that ,cen at
x Nt. in that the decreases in the atiernoon "re quite similar to

F C One anot her. bilt the increases in the morning are highix
\ariable. ]tus the principal trough ait BAW is the morning

trough, and its dlas -to-dat. \ ariazlon is, also highk \.Sariabhle. (n
niot. Ing fr-om east ito ss est along the chain, the extent in LT of'
these %ariable occurrences of' the morning trough increases.
anid that of' the aftlernoon trouch decrecases. [heli ufUtc the
longitudinal effeet s% hich itkas obser,,ed bi, meains of' two(
stations. NO and 13W. is sen here to occur continuiousts, a,
a l'unet ion of' longi tudle hx means of' all) fie stations of' the

Y chain.

C H Ithe reason [Or this hehas ior is, indieated in the % ariation of"
noon ('61i1 (tshossn as the arross\ at the top of each graph in
F~igure 12) from prenoon 1.1 in the east ito postnoon in the
"sest. thlus becuse UCiIJt utIlde~goe at displacement rela-
tis e to 1.1 vo th longitude. the convctlion pattern and its,
effects, the morningz anid afternoon troughs. undergo at di-
placement relatis e to the uindisturbed dai~ ime I- laver ss ith
lon1gitudeI. SO as to occur eatrlir in I.T inl the east than iti the

y~X Al -H. noon (CII occur,, at nearl\ the same time as,
noon [A . and the effects of both dai,\ n and dusk convection

Y E cells, are apparent in tie morning and afternoon troughs. a
situationl similar to that at 131, in Figure Ilt. fi contrast at
NO. noon (ILI i displaced to earlier 1.I'. so that the daA n

cell tend,, to occur belhre the sunrise increase in election
densilt . ]'hits tihe da'A iiCell dJoes, not produee af visihle
morning trough at NO. hut the dusk eell occurs nearer
rniddI\ Mtid so produce,, an enhaneed afternloon trouigh
which is, in effect the ol\x one apparent there.

At 11W the displaeement ofl noon CGU LI is to later I. so
20 -that the duisk cell tends, to oecur af'ter the sutnset deerease in

B w elect ron densii\ . so that the afternoon trough is not visible.
[los' es r. the dissn Cell oceurs near midday and so is

IR 10 enhainced ito thle point of being the otll\ one v isible. The next
z section "sill shoss, that this longituide effectI is not lmited ito

2 tilie latitude regime of this ehain of stations but occurs over a

C4 ~large range of lat itude and longitude and is af very, general
effect of' thle relation betis en the tsso coordinate systems.

0

21 4 2. I -i ( iti/ Ilit i n Nh iot
00 06 12 18 00

LT [hFie large iiuimber of' statiotns as ailable during this period

Ig Ila [ Ihe loniu tinl tr rdependenc tftc te f t tu oitigh \( presents, an e\traordinar\ opportuni to examnine the abos e
ose,10 plot odiiirnal iitiiions olf , lot all 'I djitis t D" cnihei longitudinal depetidence otter a large range of' latitudes in a
19';8 fotr each station oit I ionv'ilithn,il ctiin at -I) ((i1lt. [tic controlCld manner. This is becauise thete are pairs ot stations
trotigh. though %.triathle. octi pimriaplls in thc itfteinoon it M t) shich has e itearls the sanie (( latitudes as, oine another as,
Nut in the morning iit IM\ . *i J~aig in I I occi n c ss hic:h ikes ki el! as necarls the same geogra phic latitudes as, one another.
place prgesi 4 kiih longiiit> Noion ((1.1. ho%\n i, i life I-isiite 1; iMps the loainof, these "identical tsii
arroA at the top oft cach graph, shiltwifrn nIenoon I I ito Postnoon
1, oser this ,time longiidc itters dl. indi-,iting the %,aition oit lie SaLOiOtis s11i\\1 nconnIcted b% siltaiihtlins 1.And table 2 lis
coordinate sicrtum responsible (tr the s.inlo fl (thie trough thi oriae.telnrPt' hssa aiud Inta
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Fig. 13. 'Identical twin" stations: pairs of stations which have nearly the same magnetic latitude and nearly the same
gc ographic latitude. These form the basis of a controlled study of trough dependence on longitude.

approximately from 60 to 75' CGlat at 50 intervals. As a differences in longitude of convective effects. (The appendix
reference the parallel of geographic latitude at 640. which is discusses the possible role of other phenomena in this
close to nearly all the stations, appears as the dashed comparison.)
elliptical curve in these coordinates. Thus both stations in a The median f,F, for each of the pairs is plotted together
given set have nearly the same solar ion production, neutral versus LT, the eastern one shown as a solid curve and the
wind. and rotational velocity by virtue of their common western one as a dashed curve (Figure 14). The arrows at the
geographic latitude. What differences exist in their daytime top of each plot locate noon CGLT on the LT axis for each
F layers can therefore be reasonably attributed to the pair. again solid for east and dashed for west.

At the highest latitude. BL has trough-related depletions
in both morning and afternoon (as described in Figure 1 la).

TABLE 2. Latitude Coordinates of "Identical T~in" Stations whereas FB has principally an afternoon trough. The net

Latitude effect is that the maximum of the daytime F layer occurs at
FB about 2 hours earlier than the maximum at BL. The

Corrected arrows at the top of the figure which mark the occurrence of
Designation Station Symbol Geomagnetic Geographic noon CGLT for each station show that the F layer peak

75;E Frobisher Bay FB 75.4' 63.X occurs near noon CGLT in each case. Figure 1 b indicates
75W Baker Lake BL 75.1 64.3- that this peak occurs during the interval in CGLT that the

-70:E Narssarssuaq NQ 69.0- 61.2 station passes through the throat of the convection pattern.
70'W Yellowknife YE 69.91 62.4- Displacements of the daytime F layer (east to earlier LT,

Reykjavik RK 66. .V west to later LTJ are seen also at the lower latitudes in
-65:W College CO. 649 64.9 Figure 14. the east-west asymmetry decreasing with decreas-

-60- LycseleL Y 1.2 4.6 ing latitude.
-6W l.ycksele IY 61.2 64A For the two stations at - 75 the displacement of the

afternoon trough onsets in [. is the consequence of the
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Fig. 14. Trough longitude dependence. For each set of identical twin stations of Figure 13. median fo F2 varies with
longitude, so that there is a relative displacement of the daytime F layer at the eastern station Isolid curve) to the earlier
LT and at the western station (dashed curve) to later LT. This displacement is in the same sense as the displacement
of noon CGLT for each station shown above each graph.

onsets being coincident in CGLT. That is, the onsets are (geographic latitude/LT) in which solar production and the
displaced from one another in the same direction as the undisturbed daytime F layer in general reside. Since the
values of noon CGLT (FB to earlier LT and BL to later LT) pairs of stations are at the same latitude in the two coordi-
and have nearly the same separation in LT as the values of nate systems, the cause of the longitudinal effect is primarily
noon LT. In this regard the medians display the relation seen
on the individual days in that this onset occurs at virtually
the same CGLT at the two stations on 16 of the 18 days that
it was recorded at both (Figure 8). NOON LT NOON LT
To show further how the two coordinate systems contrib- E ST O WEST

ute to this daytime longitudinal effect, noon LT is plotted for E ,--12 " EST
each of these eight stations in CGlat/CGLT together with a
two-cell convection pattern [Heelis et al., 1982] in Figure 15.
With respect to the noon LT meridian through the east
stations, the CGlat/CGLT reference frame together with the
convection pattern which it contains is rotated clockwise, or
to earlier LT. For stations in the west, rotation is counter- CGiat 60*
clockwise, or to later LT.

Because the convection pattern occurs at the earlier LT in 06
the east, the morning trough, the afternoon trough, and the 18
peak in f,,F, which occurs between the two are observed at CGLT
the earlier LT. In the west the convection pattern occurs at Fig. Is. Coordinate system relations responsible for trough
the later LT with the result that the F layer peak appears at longitude dependence. Convection pattern shown in its reference
the later LT. frame of CGlat!CGLT together with noon LT meridians for the four
The east-west asymmetry in LT is therefore consistent east and the four west twin stations. With respect to the noon LT

with the differences in longitude dependence of the two meridian, the convection pattern and the resultant morning and
principal coordinate systems of the ionosphere-magneto- afternoon troughs are rotated to earlier LT in the east and to later

LT in the west. This is the reason that the diurnal maxima of thesphere interaction: solar geomagnetic (CGlat/CGLT) in daytime F layer are een in Figure 14 to occur at earlier LT in the
which the convection pattern resides and solar terrestrial east and later L.T in the west.
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Fig. 16,. Spatial relationship betwveen local time and magnetic local time. Northern hemi,,phere map in CGlat'
CGlone of the contours of the LT at wshich noon CCLI occurs. In general. CGLT leads LI in the east but lags LI in
the s est. so that convective effects resulting in the trough occur in the daytime/F layer at earlier LI in the east than
in the west.

the longitudinal variation of local time in the two coordinate dinates are the same near the (1 and 180 ° CGlong meridians.
s , stems. In eastern CGlong. noon CULT occurs earlier than noon LT.

The latitude dependence of the LT vsidth ot the solar- ,rnd in waestern CGlong. noon CGLT occurs laler than noon
produced daytime /- layer is also consistent wvith this tw~o- LI. increasingly so at increasingly higher latitudes. CGLT

cell pattern. That is. at -75: the daytime F layer is most can be said in general to lead LT in eastern CGlong. to lag

narrots in LU because the time interval that it spends LI in \,,estern CGlong. and to be in phase with LT near 0Y

betw+een leaving the dawvn and entering the dusk cell is the and 1800 CGlong.
shortest. At---70 the daytime /- layer is wider because this The pattern of Figure 16 is thus the spatial relation

CGLT interval betvseen the cells is greater. between the times in the twvo coordinate systems which give
,At lower latitudes the trend is less clear, and at PD the rise to the longitudinal dependence of the daytime trough

morning trough is not visible in the median values. The and the resulting east-wvest asymmetry of the daytime Flayer
morning trough thus appears to be smaltler than the afternoon seen in Figures 12 and 14.
trough. which is consistent with the dawn convection cell
being smaller than the dusk cel [e.g.. Fos ter C't ul.. 1986: s. SL'NIN1-r\v .,ND CONt.U'SiONS
H ot .. aI.. 19871.

1. The trough is a major and persistent feature of the
43 .,.--~- inter daytime /F layer at high latitudes during this study.

4..Local il/U' RIltiU1t. 2. On each of the 31 days of this study' the worldw~ide

The general relation of these two local time coordinates as sounder network detects the afternoon trough by at least five

a function of location in the high-latitude northern hemi- and as many as 17 stations, maps the morphology of its

sphere is illustrated in a map of the contours of+ the LT at equatorward boundary in Chil CUGLi. and observ'es its
which noon CULT occurs (Figure 16). T[he t\\o time coor- continuous existence for periods tip to 18 hours UT.

m40 1000m l mmmm m m
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3. The trough in the afternoon sector is an integral entity These observations are possible for the six stations below
extending continuously in latitude and longitude for thou- -75 CGIlat within the interval 12(K1-13t() LT, where for all
sands of kilometers, as seen by multiple simultaneous oh- six the -' layer is least likely to be disturbed by the trough
servations at widely separated locations. (Figure 14). Within this interval the maximum values of.1,F 2

4. The equatorward boundary of the afternoon trough is for the six stations are nearly all the same. Accordingly.
observed Ito remain nearly stationary in CGIlat/CGI'T coor- whatever differences exist within the group of stations
dinates for durations of many hours. (including magnetic field inclination and thermospheric corn-

5. Because the afternoon trough decreases in CGlat with position). the effects are not detectable in the daytime F
increasing CGL]. ground stations are carried by the rotation layer.
of the Earth beneath it, so as to detect it as a characteristic The two stations at -- 75' cannot be compared on the same
depletion in the diurnal distribution of electron density at the basis as the others, but the facts that the effects of other
F layer maximum. phenomena are negligibh, at the six stations at lower CGlat,

6. Because of this morphology, ground stations at the and that these stations span a large spatial range and variety
same longitude see the afternoon trough as a depletion of conditions, argue that such effects are also negligible at
moving equatorward with time. -75' . However, these stations are likely to be subject to an

7. The daytime trough can extend continuously from additional source of ionization in the soft particle precipita-
high latitude to mid-latitude and hence is not well described lion present in the daytime cusp/cleft. The effect of this
in terms, of a particular latitude regime. precipitation would be larger values of./*,F 2 at --75' than at

8. The daytime trough is observed to exist under all lower latitudes. However, the values of I,F 2 at -75' are the
conditions from quiet to disturbed, contracting to high same as or smaller than those at the lower latitudes in
latitudes during quiet conditions and expanding to lower Figures 14. 5c, and I la and so indicate no observable effect
latitudes during active conditions. The increased likelihood of particle precipitation. This result is consistent with the
for detection when expanded is apparently the reason that absence of a detectable contribution by precipitating parti-
the daytime trough has been thought to exist only under cles to the maximum of the daytime F+ layer in this sector as
active conditions. determined by the Sondrestrom incoherent scattur radar

9. The equatorward boundary of the afternoon trough is I Kelly and Vickrey. 19841.
very similar to the convection boundary in morphology and Thus in the several cases where individual stations are
in activity dependence. compared, other phenomena do not have observable effects

I0. The morning and afternoon troughs are observed by that could interfere with the interpretation of the trough. In
ground stations when they pass through regions of sunward a larger sense, when taking the body of observations as a
convection in the dawn and dusk cells, whole, other phenomena cannot be mistaken for the trough.

II. The occurrence in LT of the morning and afternoon That is, the often catastrophic depletions seen in the diurnal
troughs is observed to vary with longitude in the same distributions of.1,F 2 (Figures 3. 5. and 7) are shown to be the
manner that the coordinate system of the convection pat- LT signatures of a latitudinal trough (Figures 2 and 4). In
tern. CGlat/CGI.T. varies with longitude with respect to the spite of extreme day-to-day variability these depletions
coordinate system of the undisturbed daytime F layer, appear in the medians for the month (Figure 7. also evident
geographic latitude/Li. in Figure 12). Furthermore, the depletions are observed on

12. The spatial variation of these two principal coordi- nearly every day to be a part of a spatially continuous band
nate systems of the ionosphere-magnetosphere interaction is thousands of kilometers in extent (Figure 8) having a con-
such that CGLT leads L.T in east CGlong and lags LT in west tinuous duration of many hours (Figure 9) with a morphology
CGlong. As a result the daytime F" layer maxima aire dis- and activity dependence consistent with convection (Figure
placed in relation to one another to earlier L' in the east and 10). In the course of its existence this depleted region sweeps
to later LT in the west. across a substantial part of the Earth's surface at high

northern latitudes where it retains its identity as it encoun-
A'PiNDIX: ON' TI rt- POSSIBILITIY [HAT OTH R ters large variations in solar illumination, particle precipita-

PHI NOMENA ARI MISI.xKUN FOR rHi- DAYIIrNI tion. neutral wind, rotational velocity, magnetic field, and
"IROUtH thermospheric composition. Accordingly. the ionospheric

This appendix discusses whether the observations attrib- effects of these phenomena cannot give rise to the macro-
uted to the daytime trough and its relation to convection can scopic. persistent. unitary feature identified as the trough
he the result of other phenomena. and its relation to convection.

One area in which other phenomena might affect the
interpretations is in the diurnal distributions ofJf>"2 from
different stations compared in Figures 5c. I Ia. and 14. These A.Akmnihd.,m'nt.. [ wish to thank I). B. Nuldre\. ('. Sherman.

and A. 1L. Snyder f'or hetpfut comments. I am indebted to the manscomparisons, between members of' the identical twin sta- riA.LSndrI-hlflcrimtsIaiideedotera\
IGY s\orkers for producing the data used here and to the National

tions of Figure 13 and Table 2. take the undisturbed daytime (ieophy,,icat )ata Center. Boutder. ('olorado. :wnd 1i the Canadian
F layer electron density to be the same for each and the Ionospheric )ata ('enter. ()ttias\. Ontario. f'or presers ing and
differences to demonstrate properties of the daytime trough. providing these data.
These stations have nearly the same geographic latitude not The Editor thanks three referees Imr their assstance in e\atuating

only for the individual pairs but also for the entire set of eight this paper.

stations, so that all eight have nearly the same solar ion
production, pressure-driven neutral winds. and rotational RIsTIRFN( IS

velocities. That these stations have the same undisturbed Ahmed. M.. R. C. Saaktln. '. I. 1 . Wildmnr . and \k .t, urk .e'
daytime F layer electron density is based on obsercrations. topside ionospheric trough norpho(log : (),:iurrencc f'eqtlcnC\
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